How did Elizabeth attempt to
solve religious divisions??

Why were the voyages of discovery so
important?

Revision

Why was the Spanish
Armada a failure?

OSSMA’s History
Learning Journey

What was the
biggest
challenge
faced by
Elizabeth?

How was the problem of
poverty addressed?

Historical
site

What was the Golden Age?
How did
people live in
the
Elizabethan
Era?

Why was Mary Queen of Scots
a threat to Elizabeth?

Why was the Nazi Soviet
Pact significant?

Why was the Essex
Rebellion so significant?

Historical site

What happened in
Manchuria?

How did Hitler overturn
the Treaty of Versailles?
What caused
World War
Two?

How did
Elizabeth
govern?

ELIZABETH:
How well did
Elizabeth rule
England?
What
problems
did Elizabeth
inherit?

What were the other
successes of the League of
Nations?

Who were the social
reformers of the 19th
century?

What successes did
Trade Unions have
towards the end of
the 19 century?

How did workers
organise themselves
in the 19th century?

How did Germany
react to the Treaty
of Versailles?

What were the
terms of the Treaty
of Versailles?

How did groups of
workers attempt to
gain rights over the
20th century?
Who were the
Tolpuddle Martyrs?

What were
the aims and
structure of
the League of
Nations?

Was the
League of
Nations
destined to
fail?

What happened at the
end of World War I?

Did the people of
the UK achieve
equal rights in the
20th century?

Was the
League of
Nations a
success in the
1920s?

What were the
other peace treaties
after World War I?

CONFLICT: Did
the Treaty of
Versailles ensure
future peace?
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Did women gain
power over the 20th
century?

How did the Allied
nations react to the
Treaty of Versailles?

Who were the Big Three
and what did they want?

YEAR

Have minorities
achieved equal rights
in the 20th century?

What happened
outside of the
League of
Nations?

What happened in Abyssinia?

What were Hitler’s
aims?

Why appeasement?

What was the impact of the
Depression?

Did Peterloo and the
Great Reform Act change
anything?

How was slavery
abolished?

Who could vote in
the 19th century?

Who were the
Chartists?

How were the Corn
Laws repealed?

How did the
American Revolution
affect royal
authority??

How successful
were reformers
in the 19th
century?

People’s
Museum

What was the
significance
of the English
Revolution?

Berlin

How did Nazis control the
people of Germany?

How were
minorities affected
by Nazi policies?

Why was the Peasants’
Revolt so important?

What was the
Magna Carta?

How were
children affected
by Nazi policies?
How did Nazis deal
with the Church?

How were women
affected by Nazi
policies?

How did Hitler deal with
opposition?

What did the Nazis
do the economy?

What was the Feudal
System?

Who opposed
the Nazis?

What was the impact of
the Great Depression?

What was the Golden
Age of Weimar?
What was
hyperinflation?

How did Hitler
become Fuhrer?

How did Hitler become
Chancellor?
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How did Simon de
Montfort change the
government of England?

Why did the Nazis grow in
importance and popularity?

What was the
biggest impact
of Nazi policies
on the people
of Germany?

YEAR

How did the
Pilgrimage of Grace
affect royal
authority?

How was royal
authority
challenged in the
Early Modern
Era?

POWER: How was
feudalism
challenged in the
Middle Ages?

GERMANY: Was
the Weimar
Republic
doomed to
failure?

Who supported the
Nazis?

What was Germany like after
unification?

Who was Kaiser
Wilhelm?

How did the
Munich Putsch
threaten
Germany?

How did
Stresemann
‘save’
Germany?

What issues threatened
Kaiser WIlhelm?

What happened in
Germany after World War
One?

What was the impact
of the Treaty of
Versailles?

Which uprisings
threatened
Germany?

Imperial War
Museum
What was the Weimar
Constitution?

Key Stage 4
History
‘ The more you know about the past the better prepared you are for the future’ President Roosevelt

